
 
 

 

EXERCISE – Creating an energy efficient room 

Part of the Energy Efficiency module 

 

 

 
  



 

 
 
In this activity, participants act as energy conservation engineers and identify the ways 
energy is conserved or wasted in home, school or their business. They also learn many 
ways to personally conserve energy every day. This will take the form of an imaginary  
class room that they will design which will be as energy efficient as possible.  
 

 
 
People use energy in all aspects of their lives — for cooking, lighting and entertainment. 
Much of this energy use takes place in buildings, such as our schools and businesses. 
To save money and reduce the impact on our environment, many people are trying to 
reduce their energy use. Buildings consume about 40% of all energy that is used. Most 
of this energy is produced by coal plants that create a lot of pollution and cause 
environmental problems. 
 

 
 
This exercise will take 2 hours to complete.  
 

 
 
This exercise is meant for students and employees who have finished the module on 
Energy Efficiency.  
 

 
 
Participants create a concept design of their very own net-zero energy (class)room by 
pasting renewable energy and energy-efficiency items into and around a pretend 
classroom on a sheet of paper. They learn how these items (such as solar panels, 
efficient lights, computers, energy meters, etc.) interact to create an environment that 
produces as much energy as it uses. 
 

 
 

After this activity, students should be able to: 
• Explain where electrical energy is used in the classroom. 
• Summarize how renewable energy can be harnessed on-site and used to power a 
building. 
• List several ways how buildings can conserve energy and resources. 
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Follow the next steps to design the most energy efficient room possible: 

• On a sheet of paper, draw a realistic (class)room (therefore make sure there are 
doors, windows, faucets etc. and a roof). 

• Indoor: computers, lights, heater/AC, digital display, recycle bin. 
• Outside: compost bin, water storage tank (pipe should flow from roof to tank), 

bike rack, energy meter (attached to side of building), solar panels (on roof), wind 
turbine (on roof or far away from side of building). 

 
Try to think about where these items could be placed ideally for the best energy 
production and if it is wise to use different types of energy saving in one room/building.  
 
Could you make a calculation about how much energy can be saved every day if you 
add up the watts the heating, cooling, lighting etc. cost?  
 

 
 
Computer with an internet connection for research purposes. 
 

 
 
In your design for an energy efficient class room, did you take into account:  
• What is thrown away in your classroom that could be recycled? 
• How could we store wind energy that is made at night to be used during the day? 
• What gathers more energy, wind turbines or solar panels? 
• Is it smart to add a wind turbine to your design? (think about the consequences     

    of the noise for example) 
• Are there any other forms of renewable energy that you can use in your     

    (class)room? 
 
 

 
 
This activity can be carried out by individuals or in small groups.  
 

 
 

• Computer with access to internet for research purposes 
• Sheets of paper 
• Pencils 
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